
World renowned chant artists Deva Premal & Miten 

with Nepalese bansuri maestro Manose will be 

sharing Songs for the Sangha on their 2015 World 

Tour. 

They are joined by Canadian bassist, vocalist and 

composer Joby Baker, along with noted English 

keyboard session musician and composer, Spencer 

Cozens.   

“Sangha” translated from Sanskrit, means 'spiritual 

community' - and we are invited to enter into an 

enchanted world of unselfconscious participation 

and uplifting chanting.  

During the course of these inspirational evenings of 

music and meditation, this unique couple facilitate 

a transformational shift with unassuming grace and 

humour. Here we find ourselves transported to a place where our spirits are re-energised,  refreshed 

and uplifted, leaving us ready to face, once more, this troubled world, in all its many diverse colours.  

 Deva & Miten have been on the leading edge of the burgeoning global chant phenomenon for over 20 

years. They met in 1990 in India. Studying meditation with their guru, Osho, they began a journey into 

love and creativity which has seen their music become the soundtrack for just about every 21st century 

healing modality, be it yoga, Pilates, shamanic ceremony, massage, rehab, detox or acupuncture.   

Their albums top charts across the globe, with sales of millions, and their annual tours play in concert 

halls, cathedrals and festivals around the planet. (Their 2014 concert tour took them to 24 countries.) 

They have also taken the ancient Sanskrit mantras into cyberspace, with over 200,000 people 

participating in their 21-day Online Mantra Meditation programs.  

Deva and Miten's mantra practice offers solace to so many. Emails from Iraqi war veterans, 9/11 

firefighters, cancer survivors, prison inmates (they recently played for the inmates of San Quentin 

Prison), journalists, writers, peace-keepers, lawyers, shamans, teachers of autistic children, mid-wives 

and hospice caretakers all testify to the healing power of their incredible music.  

Deva and Miten see themselves as flame carriers of an ancient tradition;  

 “The music we make is born out of a committed spiritual practice. We meditate - we investigate - and 

our music is a result of that experience. It's more a case of life and death than entertainment."  

“...Pure magic...” Eckhart Tolle   

“...My favourite album for Yoga...” Cher   

“...Passionate and powerful...” Anthony Robbins   

“...Beautiful, beautiful music...” HH Dalai Lama  

"...Best singer on the planet...!" Greg Douglass (guitarist; Steve Miller Band/Van Morrison)  


